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Learning TargetsLearning Targets

�� Students will be able to:Students will be able to:

�� write a proper hypothesiswrite a proper hypothesis

�� identify identify experimental experimental variables, controls, and variables, controls, and 
constantsconstants

�� identify trials in an experimentidentify trials in an experiment

�� create a useful data table to record datacreate a useful data table to record data

EXPERIMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL 
DESIGNDESIGN

ProblemProblem

�� Because your friend has never taken Because your friend has never taken 
Biology, they are wondering:  How does Biology, they are wondering:  How does 
amount of water affect grass growth?amount of water affect grass growth?

First, your friend forms a First, your friend forms a 

HYPOTHESISHYPOTHESIS
�� HypothesisHypothesis: the : the results you expect to results you expect to 
obtain from the experimentobtain from the experiment
�� A written (if/then) statement detailing the A written (if/then) statement detailing the 
expected expected resultsresults

�� ““IfIf I water the grass more, I water the grass more, thenthen the the 
grass will grow longer”grass will grow longer”

�� 2 variables present here2 variables present here
�� Amount of waterAmount of water

�� Length of grassLength of grass

Independent VariableIndependent Variable

The variable The variable you you purposelypurposely changechange

�� the the CAUSE of any differences you CAUSE of any differences you measuremeasure

�� Will always be the “if” part of the Will always be the “if” part of the 
hypothesishypothesis

�� ““IfIf I water the grass more, I water the grass more, thenthen the grass the grass 
will grow longer”will grow longer”

�� Independent variable: Independent variable: 

�� amount of wateramount of water

Dependent VariableDependent Variable

The The variable that variable that respondsresponds to the to the changechange

�� measured/countedmeasured/counted after you set up the after you set up the 
experimentexperiment

�� Will always be the “then” part of the Will always be the “then” part of the 
hypothesishypothesis

�� ““IfIf I water the grass more, I water the grass more, thenthen the grass the grass 
will grow longer”will grow longer”

�� Dependent variable: Dependent variable: 

�� length of grasslength of grass
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Try it!Try it!

�� If you study more hours, then If you study more hours, then 
you will receive higher test you will receive higher test 
scores.scores.

�� Independent variable?Independent variable?

�� Dependent variable?Dependent variable?

�� If you walk your dog more If you walk your dog more 
often, then your dog will sleep often, then your dog will sleep 
longerlonger

�� Independent variable?Independent variable?

�� Dependent variable?Dependent variable?

ConstantConstant

�� Factors that remain the SAME for all trials Factors that remain the SAME for all trials 
and and groupsgroups

�� TemperatureTemperature

�� Time of day the grass is wateredTime of day the grass is watered

�� Type of water usedType of water used

�� Amount of sunlightAmount of sunlight

�� Why is it important to Why is it important to 

have constants?have constants?

Control (Group)Control (Group)

�� Group that does not contain the Group that does not contain the 
independent independent variablevariable

�� Also called the “No treatment group” or Also called the “No treatment group” or 
“normal treatment group” “normal treatment group” 

�� Why is it important to have a control Why is it important to have a control 
group?group?

�� Be sure the independent variable is really Be sure the independent variable is really 
what is affecting the outcomewhat is affecting the outcome

�� Control group: Control group: 

�� grass the receives no watergrass the receives no water

Going back…Going back…

�� If you study more hours, then If you study more hours, then 
you will receive higher test you will receive higher test 
scores.scores.

�� Constants?Constants?

�� Control group?Control group?

�� If you walk your dog more If you walk your dog more 
often, then your dog will sleep often, then your dog will sleep 
longerlonger

�� Constants?Constants?

�� Control group?Control group?

TrialsTrials

�� For the experiment to be reliable, multiple For the experiment to be reliable, multiple 
trials should be done.  trials should be done.  

�� Trials: The Trials: The number of times the experiment is number of times the experiment is 
repeatedrepeated

�� When discussing trials, identify the size or When discussing trials, identify the size or 
how many organisms are in each trialhow many organisms are in each trial

�� Why is it important to have multiple trials?Why is it important to have multiple trials?

Data TablesData Tables
�� Always need:Always need:

�� TitleTitle

�� LabelsLabels

�� Columns/Rows Columns/Rows 

Amount of Water vs. Grass 
Length

Water
per day

Day 1 
Length

Day 2
Length

Day 3
Length

0 mL

50 mL

100 mL

200 mL

500 mL
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Qualitative vs. Quantitative Qualitative vs. Quantitative 

ObservationsObservations
�� Qualitative: written descriptive Qualitative: written descriptive 
observations of a quality of the observations of a quality of the 
substancesubstance

�� “The grass is green”“The grass is green”

�� Quantitative: involves number Quantitative: involves number 
observationsobservations

�� “The grass is 7 cm long”“The grass is 7 cm long”

What makes results significant?What makes results significant?

�� A researcher tests whether students A researcher tests whether students 
prefer mint or fruity flavored gum.  prefer mint or fruity flavored gum.  
She finds that of the 400 students She finds that of the 400 students 
surveyed, surveyed, 202 prefer minty202 prefer minty and and 
198 prefer fruity198 prefer fruity..

�� Are the results significant enough to Are the results significant enough to 
form a conclusion?form a conclusion?

�� NoNo

What makes results significant?What makes results significant?

�� A researcher tests whether students A researcher tests whether students 
prefer mint or fruity flavored gum.  prefer mint or fruity flavored gum.  
She finds that of the 400 students She finds that of the 400 students 
surveyed, surveyed, 230 prefer minty230 prefer minty and and 
170 prefer fruity170 prefer fruity..

�� Are the results significant enough to Are the results significant enough to 
form a conclusion?form a conclusion?

�� Hard to tell…Hard to tell…

ChiChi--Square TestSquare Test

�� Can be difficult to determine significance by Can be difficult to determine significance by 
just looking at the datajust looking at the data

�� Use ChiUse Chi--Square Test to determine significanceSquare Test to determine significance

�� Used to test the significance of the “null Used to test the significance of the “null 
hypothesis”hypothesis”

Null HypothesisNull Hypothesis

�� Says there is no statistical significance Says there is no statistical significance 
between observed and expected valuesbetween observed and expected values

�� “A researcher tests whether students prefer “A researcher tests whether students prefer 
mint or fruity flavored gum.  She finds that of mint or fruity flavored gum.  She finds that of 
the 400 students surveyed, the 400 students surveyed, 230 prefer 230 prefer 
mintyminty and and 170 prefer fruity170 prefer fruity.”.”

�� Null Hypothesis?Null Hypothesis?

�� Assume no preference: 200 fruity & 200 mintyAssume no preference: 200 fruity & 200 minty

�� ““IfIf people are given a choice of fruity or minty people are given a choice of fruity or minty 
gum, gum, thenthen they will have no they will have no preference.”preference.”

Conditions Observed 
number 

(O)

Expected 
number 

(E)

O-E (O-E)2 (O-E)2

E

Condition 1:

Condition 2:

Chi-square
value (X2)

Fruity

Minty

170

230

200

200

170-200=
-30

230-200=
30

(-30)2=
900

(30)2=
900

900/200=
4.5

900/200=
4.5

+

=

9
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XX2 2 = 9  ….what does this mean?= 9  ….what does this mean?
1.1. Find your “degrees of Find your “degrees of 

freedom”freedom”

�� (# of conditions) (# of conditions) –– 11

�� 2 2 –– 1 = 1 degree of freedom (1 = 1 degree of freedom (dfdf))

2.2. Look up “p value”Look up “p value”

�� Smaller p value means it’s more Smaller p value means it’s more 
significantsignificant

�� p = 0.05: 95% sure data shows a p = 0.05: 95% sure data shows a 

preferencepreference

�� p = 0.001: 99.9% sure data shows a p = 0.001: 99.9% sure data shows a 
preferencepreference

Finding Critical ValueFinding Critical Value

�� Use table to cross pUse table to cross p--value with degrees of value with degrees of 
freedomfreedom

�� In biology, p = 0.05 is the minimum at which In biology, p = 0.05 is the minimum at which 
results are considered results are considered signifigantsignifigant

Comparing Critical Value to XComparing Critical Value to X22

�� XX22 > Critical Value > Critical Value 

�� Null hypothesis rejectedNull hypothesis rejected

�� Statistically significant!Statistically significant!

�� XX22 < Critical Value < Critical Value 

�� Null hypothesis acceptedNull hypothesis accepted

�� Not statistically significantNot statistically significant

�� 9 > 3.849 > 3.84

�� Statistically significant! Statistically significant! 

�� 95% sure data shows preference95% sure data shows preference

�� But not 99.9% sureBut not 99.9% sure

Graphing CriteriaGraphing Criteria

�� TitleTitle

�� Units (g, cm, etc.) on the X + Y axisUnits (g, cm, etc.) on the X + Y axis

�� Label the X + Y axisLabel the X + Y axis

�� Create the proper graphCreate the proper graph
�� Line Graph: shows trends over timeLine Graph: shows trends over time

�� Bar Graph: compares different itemsBar Graph: compares different items

�� Create a KeyCreate a Key

Key

Dependent 
(units)

Independent (units)

Title

Key


